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Abstract 

The singlet excitonic coupling between many pairs of chromophores is evaluated in three 

different Light Harvesting Complexes (LHCs) and two organic semiconductors (amorphous 

and crystalline). This large database of structures is used to assess the relative importance of 

short-range (exchange, overlap, orbital) and long-range (Coulombic) excitonic coupling. We 

find that Mulliken atomic transition charges can introduce systematic errors in the Coulombic 

coupling and that the dipole-dipole interaction fails to capture the true Coulombic coupling 

even at intermolecular distances of up to 50 Å. The non-Coulombic short range contribution to 

the excitonic coupling is found to represent up to ~70% of the total value for molecules in close 

contact, while, as expected, it is found to be negligible for dimers not in close contact. For the 

face-to-face dimers considered here, the sign of the short range interaction is found to correlate 

with the sign of the Coulombic coupling, i.e. reinforcing it when it is already strong. We 

conclude that for molecules in van der Waals contact the inclusion of short range effects is 

essential for a quantitative description of the exciton dynamics. 

 

Introduction 

The excitonic coupling between localized Frenkel excitons determines the dynamics of 

electronic energy transfer in a variety of molecular systems, including biological light 

harvesting complexes1,2 and organic semiconductors.3,4 For the study of the quantum 

mechanical evolution of excited states it has become commonplace to evaluate the excitonic 

coupling for a large number of structures, e.g. those deriving from a molecular dynamics 

simulation5–13 or representing the interaction between chromophores in an amorphous 

system.14–20 To perform these large scale simulations efficiently, to rationalize the observed 

properties and to design new materials it is important to identify the main components of the 

excitonic coupling and assess their relative importance.  

The excitonic coupling is conventionally separated into a Coulombic contribution, which 

dominates interactions at large distances and a number of short range contributions, which are 

important for molecules in close contact.2,21 The Coulombic coupling is22–24 
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Evaluating CJ  from TDCs can be computationally demanding due to the large number of grid 

points (~106 for the molecules considered here) needed to reach convergence. For this reason, 

it is often assumed that approximations based on coarser representations of the transition 

density are appropriate. When the distance between molecules is comparable to the molecular 

sizes one can discretize the transition density on atom centered charges25,26 (atomic transition 

charges, ATC), while for very distant pairs the dipole-dipole approximation27 is often used. 

The nature and relative importance of the different contributions to the excitonic coupling were  

thoroughly analyzed more than 20 years ago by Harcourt, Scholes and Ghiggino in a series of 

studies.28–30 By considering the interaction between Frenkel and charge-transfer excited 

configurations,28 they identified the dominant non-Coulombic short range contributions, both 

depending on intermolecular orbital overlap: a penetration interaction which generally 

reinforces the Coulombic term,29 and the Dexter exchange interaction, which opposes it but is 

of much smaller magnitude.30 The total excitonic coupling, which captures the global effect of 

Coulombic and short range contributions, can be computed relatively easily – albeit at a higher 

computational cost – by using one of the available diabatization techniques based on various 

molecular properties.21,31–34 In these approaches, the adiabatic electronic Hamiltonian of the 

system is transformed into a diabatic Hamiltonian where the off-diagonal elements are the 

couplings between diabatic excited states. Although the different short range contributions to 

the couplings cannot be distinguished when obtained from a diabatization, the non-Coulombic 

short range interaction can be evaluated indirectly as the difference between the total coupling 

and the purely Coulombic coupling. 

For a number of problems in the fields of biophysics and materials science it has become 

particularly important to be able to understand and quantify the effect of short range 

interactions. In organic semiconductors, where the most important couplings are between 

molecules in contact, it is important to know whether the dominant interaction is still 

Coulombic, (i.e. computable from eq. (1)) in which case it can still be treated by approximate 

representations of the transition density like ATC or dipole-dipole, or if the short range 

component must also be included. This is a crucial question since the excitonic couplings 

determine the static and dynamic properties of molecular aggregates. The regime of exciton 

transport (coherent or incoherent) is determined by the relative strength of the excitonic 

coupling and the exciton-phonon coupling.35–37 Furthermore, short range interactions at finite 

temperature cause strong fluctuations in the excitonic coupling3,13,36 which in some instances 

can influence or limit the energy transfer dynamics.37–39 In photosynthesis, light absorption and 

efficient transport of the excitation energy is achieved by clusters of chromophores in proteins 

commonly called light harvesting complexes (LHCs).2 Generally, the majority of chromophore 

pairs are sufficiently distant that their interaction is reasonably well described by expressions 

like (1). This has been shown to be true, for example, for most pairs in the well-studied FMO 

protein.8 On the other hand, some LHCs such as LH2 contain chromophore pairs for which the 

intermolecular separation is small enough that short range interactions may play an important 

role.40 A highly debated point in the literature is the role of quantum mechanical coherence in 

the evolution of excited states in LHCs.41–43 Any fluctuation of the excitonic couplings due to 

short range interactions coupled to thermal motion is expected to decrease the coherence and 

affect the exciton dynamics.39,44,45 

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the excitonic coupling between pairs of chromophores in 

three different LHCs and in two organic semiconductors (one amorphous and one crystalline), 

to achieve a broader understanding of the importance of short range interactions valid for most 

of the problems under current consideration. This large database of structures is used to assess 
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the role of short range interactions with respect to the Coulombic one. The results will be also 

used to establish criteria for using approximate methods to evaluate the Coulombic interaction.  

Systems investigated 

Among the astounding variety of LHCs that have been discovered, we have selected a few with 

the intent of covering a broad range of different chromophore arrangements: the Fenna-

Matthews-Olson Protein (FMO) from Chlorobium Tepidum,46 the Light Harvesting II Protein 

(LH2) from Rhodopseudomonas Acidophila47 and the Peridinin Chlorophyll Protein (PCP) 

from Amphidinium carterae.48 The FMO protein has become the model system for much 

research into exciton transport in LHCs since the initial report of coherent energy transfer.41,49 

Comprising of three identical subunits containing 8 bacteriochlorophyll-a (BChlA) 

chromophores each, FMO is relatively simple from a chemical perspective, but is topologically 

complex, with no symmetry to the spatial arrangement of chromophores in space within a 

monomeric unit. LH2 is of great interest for the opposite reason: it is comprised of both BChlA 

and rhodopin glucoside (carotenoid) chromophores arranged in a C9 symmetric structure giving 

rise to very peculiar effects such as spectral shifts and exciton delocalization50 which may affect 

the coherent evolution of excitons.23,40,42,51 We include PCP in our study as a representative 

LHC containing two different type of chromophores: two pseudo-twofold symmetric sets of 

peridinin chromophores (carotenoids) and a pair of chlorophyll-a (ChlA) chromophores.48,52 

The arrangement of chromophores in these structures is illustrated in Figure 1. 

To illustrate the role of short range contributions to excitonic coupling in molecular materials, 

we have considered two examples with different morphologies, an ordered crystal (with 

dynamic disorder) and a partially disordered molecular solid. In both cases phthalocyanines 

have been chosen as they are widely studied and well performing semiconductors and because 

of their structural and spectroscopic similarity to natural chlorophylls. The ordered crystal is 

taken from a previous study by some of us,36 where we investigated the effect of thermal 

fluctuations of the couplings on exciton dynamics in a molecular crystal of the metal-free octa-

butoxy phthalocyanine (OBPc), for which experimental evidence of exciton delocalization was 

previously reported.53 The couplings in the two closely packed dimers of OBPc (see Figure 1) 

were evaluated for 250 snapshots separated by 50 fs along a molecular dynamics (MD). The 

data obtained in ref.36 are analyzed here with the purpose of characterizing and quantifying the 

role of the short range component in presence of thermal fluctuations. Disordered phases in 

organic semiconductors are of great interest as they make up a significant fraction of 

polycrystalline thin films, not to mention amorphous films. While the morphology of the 

crystalline phase is usually well characterized, this is not the case for the disordered regions, 

which are believed to be of crucial importance for charge and exciton transport as they connect 

crystalline regions.54–56 To provide a plausible example of a partially disordered structure we 

have simulated the rapid thermal annealing from high temperature of the well-studied zinc 

phthalocyanine (ZnPc). The resulting solid, shown in Figure 1, is a sample of non-crystalline 

phase where the molecules are preferentially stacked in columns with π-π intermolecular 

distances in the 3.0-3.8 Å range. There is disorder both in the intra-column rotational angles 

and in the tilt angles of adjacent columns, making this an interesting and statistically varied 

example for the comparison of long and short range excitonic interactions. 
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Figure 1. Structures of the LHCs (top) and molecular materials (bottom) considered. Hydrogens are omitted in all 

structures. Top: Only the chromophores are shown. One third of the LH2 complex is considered. The phytyl chain 

of BChlA and ChlA is replaced by methyl. The red arrows indicate the pairs with the strongest short range 

interactions. Bottom left: Disordered sample of 90 ZnPc molecules and examples of inter- and intra-column 

dimers. Bottom right: stacking of the molecules in the OBPc crystal and detail of the two dimers (with butoxy 

replaced by methoxy). Numeric labels indicate chromophores while letters indicate equivalent pairs. The structure 

figures were generated with VMD.57 

Methods  

The structures of the LHCs were obtained from the Protein Data Bank entries 3BSD58 (FMO), 

1NKZ59 (LH2) and 1PPR48 (PCP). All pairs of identical chromophores (homo-dimers) were 

considered, for which the role of charge transfer states and the effect of the relative alignment 

of excitation energy levels on the couplings can be neglected. This is not the case for hetero-

dimers (i.e. chlorophyll-carotenoid), which were therefore excluded from this study. In FMO 

we have considered the 8 BChlA belonging to one of the subunits and, due to its proximity, 

one BChlA from the neighboring subunit. In LH2 we have considered all homo-dimers within 

one third of the complex as shown in Figure 1, thereby avoiding the calculation of the weaker 

couplings. The phytyl chain of BChlA and ChlA was substituted with a methyl group since its 

effects on the excited state properties are not large enough to justify the additional 

computational cost of including it.60 A plausible structure of the disordered phase of zinc 

phthalocyanine (ZnPc) was obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation performed with 

the GROMACS 5.0.5 software61 using a force field parametrized for ZnPc.62  A sample of 90 

molecules starting from the experimental crystalline phase63  was first equilibrated at 300 K 

(for 5 ns), then heated (over 5 ns) and equilibrated at 700 K (for 30 ns) under NVT conditions 

using a Nose-Hoover thermostat. Then it was repeatedly kept at 700 K for 10 ns and quenched 

to 300 K (over 5 ns) under NPT conditions using a Berendsen barostat obtaining after 6 such 

annealing cycles (and 204 ns total simulation time) a partially disordered phase stable at 300 

K consisting of closely spaced columns. From the final snapshot at 300 K (shown in Figure 1) 

two sets of molecular pair configurations were extracted. The intra-column dimers are defined 

as those where the distance between the centers of mass is less than 6 Å and the inter-column 
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dimers are those where this distance is between 6 and 15 Å. The dimers where the molecules 

are within 15 Å but they are in the same column (i.e. they are second or third neighbors) are 

not considered. In summary, our data set consists of all homo-dimers from the LHCs, 90 intra-

column dimers and 10 inter-column dimers from the ZnPc sample and 250 MD snapshots for 

each dimer of OBPc. 

Since we are more interested in comparing long and short range interactions in a large set of 

structures, rather than in the absolute accuracy of the couplings, it is desirable to exclude from 

our analysis the uncertainties in the experimental data (for the LHCs) and the uncertainties in 

the MD force field (for ZnPc). Therefore, all couplings (excluding OBPc) were computed using 

the same rigid molecular geometry, superposed on the original geometry with a root mean 

square distance minimization procedure using the superpose program included in TINKER 

7.1.64 For the LHCs the rigid geometry was obtained by optimizing the chromophore in vacuum 

at the LC-ωPBE/6-31G** level. For ZnPc, the experimental crystal structure63 was taken as 

the rigid geometry. The singlet excited states of all molecules and dimers were computed with 

TDDFT at the LC-ωPBE/6-31G** level of theory (3-21G for OBPc) using the NWChem 6.6 

software.65 This particular long-range corrected density functional66 with the parameter 
1

00.3 a   was chosen as it was shown to correctly describe both localized and charge transfer 

excitations.67 The effect of this choice was assessed by comparing the results with those 

obtained from two other range separated density functionals (LC-PBE and CAM-B3LYP) in a 

subset of dimers (vide infra). In most of the molecules considered the lowest singlet excited 

states S1 and S2 were found to be relatively close in energy (ΔE12 = 0.5 eV in BChlA, 0.6 eV 

in ChlA, 0.8 eV in rhodopin, 0.02 eV in ZnPc and 0.03 eV in OBPc), while S3 was found to be 

higher (ΔE23 = 0.6-1.5 eV). Considering that the laser pulses used to excite the system in pump-

probe experiments usually have a duration of 10-50 fs,68 resulting in an excitation bandwidth 

of 0.08-0.4 eV, it seems likely that S2 plays an important role in the ultrafast dynamics of the 

lowest excitons in these systems69,70 and it may influence the coupling between S1 at close 

separations.60 The importance of considering S2 has been recognized for phthalocyanines5 and 

porphyrins71 although often only S1 of BChlA is considered in studies of excitons in FMO8 and 

LH2.9 Therefore, with the exception of peridinin (where ΔE12 = 1.1 eV and ΔE23 = 0.3 eV), all 

intermolecular excitonic couplings J11, J22, J12 and J21 were considered. 

The Coulombic couplings were evaluated from eq. (1) using the TDCs obtained from the 

TDDFT calculation. In order to avoid discontinuities due to grid points at short distances, 

which may occur for interpenetrating transition densities, we introduced at each volume 

element a Gaussian distribution of the charge density as in eqs. 2 and 3 of ref.72 We verified 

that the results were converged with respect to the chosen grid size of 0.2 Å. The dielectric 

effect of the different mediums (protein, molecular solid) was neglected by setting the relative 

permittivity (dielectric constant) to 1, as the aim was to compare the relative importance of 

short and long range interactions, rather than the effect of the environment on these. As 

suggested in the literature, the effect of the environment could be taken into account by scaling 

the Coulombic coupling by an effective screening factor73–76  derived from explicit or 

approximate inclusion of the polarizability of the protein, or by the optical dielectric constant 

of the bulk material.26 However, the dielectric is likely to play a more complex role as it can 

also change the excitation energies and transition dipole moments.77 The overall effect of the 

dielectric can be approximated as a simple scaling factor of the coupling in the 0.5-0.9 

range26,74,78 in the Coulombic regime and as a negligible or very small strengthening of the 

short range interactions.34 Therefore, the dielectric is expected not to affect our qualitative 

conclusions and its inclusion is beyond the scope of this work.  
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The total excitonic couplings between the localized Frenkel excitons S1 and S2 were computed 

for each molecular pair (dimer) using the diabatization procedure described in ref. 34. The basic 

assumption of diabatization schemes is that the coupling between diabatic states can be 

obtained from the adiabatic states of the system by using a suitable molecular property to find 

the best adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix C. In our case C is obtained as the matrix 

which makes the ATCs of the diabatic excitations as similar as possible to the ATCs of 

reference states, chosen to be the excitations localized on the two molecules. This amounts to 

a linear algebra problem known as the orthogonal Procrustes problem, whose solution is 

explained in detail in ref. 34 The (diagonal) adiabatic Hamiltonian A
H , whose elements are the 

excitation energies of the dimer, is then transformed (diabatized) obtaining a diabatic matrix 
TD AH CH C  where T

C  is the transpose of C. The diagonal elements of D
H  are the diabatic 

energies and the off-diagonal elements are the intermolecular couplings J11, J22, J12 and J21 (the 

intramolecular couplings are negligible due to orthogonality of µ1 and µ2 in the chlorophylls 

and phthalocyanines). The ATCs were computed from a transition density Mulliken population 

analysis34,79 taking into account the CI vectors obtained from the TDDFT calculations of the 

single molecules and dimers. 

Results 

The importance of short range excitonic interactions was evaluated by comparing the 

Coulombic coupling and the total coupling for all molecular pairs at long and short 

intermolecular distance. It is customary to describe the total excitonic coupling 

JTOT = JC + Jshort as the sum of a Coulombic term, prevalent at intermediate to long distance, 

and a short range contribution.2,21 The sign of the excitonic coupling is determined by the signs 

of the wavefunctions in the basis set used for the excited state energy calculation. Since the 

transition densities of the localized excitations are used both for computing JC and as reference 

states for obtaining JTOT, their signs are guaranteed to be consistent. In order to have a 

consistent value of Jshort and understand if it is strengthening or weakening JTOT with respect to 

JC, we arbitrarily choose the sign of the wavefunction to make JC positive and report JTOT with 

a consistent sign, i.e. with the same sign of the wavefunction.  

Before comparing the couplings computed with different methods, it is essential to quantify 

their associated uncertainties and inaccuracies. Relative differences much smaller than these 

deviations will not form a good basis for quantitative predictions. 

1.  Systematic errors in the evaluation of the Coulombic coupling 

In this section we discuss a number of systematic errors that can affect the evaluation of the 

Coulombic coupling and that, consequently, may influence the assessment of the importance 

of short range interactions. We start by reporting on the variability of the Coulombic excitonic 

couplings due to the use of different density functionals in all 36 BChlA dimers from FMO and 

in 20 ZnPc dimers (10 intra-column and 10 inter-column). We report deviations between the 

properties obtained from two other range-separated functionals (LC-PBE and CAM-B3LYP) 

with respect to the functional chosen for this work (LC-ωPBE). For the excited states of BChlA 

we found variations on |µ1| and |µ2| of 0.80 % and −0.31 % (LC-PBE), 2.4 % and −3.6 % 

(CAM-B3LYP). For ZnPc we found smaller variations of −0.29 % and −0.25 % (LC-PBE), 

0.019 % and 0.19 % (CAM-B3LYP). For the Coulombic couplings JC (from TDCs) we found 

RMS deviations (normalized by C

LC- PBEJ  ) of 6.4 % (LC-PBE) and 12 % (CAM-B3LYP) for 

BChlA, 2.2 % (LC-PBE) and 3.8 % (CAM-B3LYP) for ZnPc. These variations represent a first 

estimate of the uncertainty on JC and will be taken into account when discussing the relative 

difference between JTOT and JC
.  
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Next, it is necessary to evaluate the accuracy of computing JC using approximate 

representations of the transition density (ATC and point dipole) compared with the full 

coupling from TDCs (eq. (1)).  A preliminary examination found that in the roughly disc-

shaped chlorophylls and phthalocyanines, the ATCs obtained from Mulliken population 

analysis overestimate by about 3% the norm of the transition dipole moment µ with respect to 

the evaluation from the full TDDFT wavefunction, while this error is, expectedly, lower than 

0.5% when the transition density is described by a transition density cube (TDC). The error is 

even more striking in the carotenoids examined (rhodopin glucoside in LH2 and peridinin in 

PCP) where the ATCs overestimate the norm of µ by up to 20% as they fail to capture the 

transition density in the regions further away from the atoms, an effect amplified by the 

elongated shape and the large basis set. The TDCs are much more accurate, giving errors of 

0.13% (rhodopin) and 0.05% (peridinin). When the ATCs are rescaled to reproduce the TDDFT 

transition dipole moment, the root mean square relative error between the Coulombic couplings 

obtained from ATCs compared to TDCs is reduced from 69% to 10% for peridinin. ATCs 

obtained by fitting to the electrostatic potential (TrEsp method,60 not considered in this study) 

have also been shown to represent the transition density of chlorophylls with accuracy 

comparable to TDCs.80 In summary, we observe that in some cases, such as elongated 

molecules, the Mulliken ATCs do not describe the transition density with sufficient accuracy. 

Therefore, for the purpose of evaluating the short range contributions with high accuracy, the 

Coulombic couplings JC are computed from TDCs using eq. (1) in the remainder of this paper. 

The behavior of the different methods in the intermediate to long range was then investigated 

by building a symmetric model dimer of two BChlA molecules arranged face-to-face (with an 

inversion point) and computing the couplings as a function of the distance between the centers 

of mass in the range 6-50 Å, measured along the vector normal to the molecular plane. First, 

we assessed the difference between the couplings computed using the dipole-dipole 

approximation and TDCs by computing C C

dip-dip TDCJ J  as a function of distance and fitting the 

data with the following polynomial function of the distance d obtained from the ratio between 

dipole-dipole and multipole (up to hexadecapoles) interaction: 

    
1dip-dip 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

multipole

1 .
U

d c d c d c d c d c d c d
U


                   (2) 

The results, reported in the top panel of Figure 2, show that the multipole (higher than dipole) 

terms, captured by the TDCs, make up a large fraction (67% at 6 Å and 6% at 50 Å for J11) of 

the electrostatic interactions between the transition densities in the intermediate to long 

distance range, calling into question the validity of the point dipole approximation for an 

accurate evaluation of the Coulombic couplings in LHCs. C

dip-dipJ  converges to within 4% of 

C

TDCJ  at 100 Å, while at larger distance the two methods diverge since the summation in eq. (1) 

over a large number of grid points of the TDC becomes more prone to accumulation of 

numerical errors. 
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Figure 2. Ratio between dipole-dipole27 and TDC (eq. (1)) Coulombic couplings as a function of distance. The 

grey lines are obtained from fitting the data points with eq. (2). Bottom: Distance dependence of the short range 

component. The solid line is obtained by fitting the data to the equation shown in the figure between 5.5 and 6.5 

Å. The fitting parameters are A =  21.4 eV and α = 1.50. 

Finally, using the same symmetric model system we assessed the relative accuracy of the 

Coulombic coupling JC (eq. (1)) by comparing it to the total coupling JTOT obtained from the 

diabatization procedure. At short distance, the short range component Jshort = JTOT − JC  follows 

an overlap-dependent exponential attenuation as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2, in 

agreement with ref. 29. At long distance, although the interaction is expected to be purely 

Coulombic, we found a residual deviation between JTOT and JC (3 % for J11, 13 % for J22, 11 % 

for J12 = J21), which is nearly constant between 20 and 50 Å. The discrepancy can be attributed 

to an intrinsic difference between the two approaches. The coupling JC is computed 

perturbatively between two reference unperturbed wavefunctions, while JTOT is extracted from 

the variational solution of the dimer, which includes the relaxation of the orbitals and all the 
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excited state CI coefficients. For this reason, and considering the uncertainty on JC due to the 

DFT functional, the discrepancy between JTOT and JC can be interpreted more safely as a short 

range interaction only when it exceeds 10-15 %. 

2. Short range interactions in light harvesting complexes 

The spatial arrangements of the chromophores are more heterogeneous in LHCs than in 

molecular materials (see Figure 1), with a few closely spaced chromophore pairs interacting 

much more strongly than the others. In Figure 3 we compare JTOT and JC separately for the 

three light harvesting complexes. Different symbols are used for different pairs of identical 

chromophores. When close and distant pairs are present we have separated the data for 

chromophore pairs within a minimum intermolecular distance D = 7 Å from the more distant 

ones. For pairs not in close contact (D > 7 Å), we observe that the couplings are in general 

smaller than 10 meV, showing root mean square deviation (RMSD) between JC and |JTOT| 

smaller than 1 meV, and RMS relative error of ~12 %. In other words, in pairs separated by 

long distances the deviations do not significantly exceed the uncertainty attributable to different 

computational methods and the excitonic couplings are described reasonably well by the 

Coulombic interaction. Conversely, the chromophore pairs with short distance contacts 

(D < 7 Å) have significantly larger RMSD (by one order of magnitude), and in a few pairs the 

short range components represent a substantial fraction of the total coupling. The couplings 

with the largest short range contributions are reported in Table 1. These chromophore pairs are 

strongly coupled due to significant intermolecular overlap, such as the neighboring BChlA in 

the B850 ring of LH2, a few BChlA pairs in FMO and peridinin pairs in PCP (see also Figure 

1). The values of JTOT and Jshort  for dimers A and B in LH2 obtained by Scholes and 

coworkers40 are reported in Table 1 for comparison. The differences are mainly due to the well-

known overestimation of |μ| by the CIS method (see 40 and references therein), which results 

in a factor of ~2 overestimation of the splitting between the two lowest excited states in the 

dimer compared to our TDDFT calculation. The resulting JTOT and JC couplings obtained by 

Scholes et al. are therefore overestimated by a factor of ~2, but the short range component is 

found to be of similar relative importance. It is also worth noting that in FMO and LH2 some 

of the strongest short range interactions are those which enhance the otherwise rather weak J22, 

J12 and J21 Coulombic couplings. If one limits the analysis to the J11 couplings,8,9 the 

Coulombic interaction may offer a sufficiently accurate description of the excitonic couplings, 

but this is not necessarily the case if the couplings involving S2 have to be included in the 

exciton dynamics, as discussed in the Methods section. It was verified that including S2 of 

BChlA in the diabatization procedure does not significantly affect the J11 couplings. The 

RMSD between the J11 couplings obtained without and with S2 was found to be 0.056 meV in 

FMO and 0.010 meV in LH2. These results have two major implications to consider when 

studying the excitonic properties of LHCs. First, short range effects need to be included when 

studying their exciton dynamics, since the properties of the excitonic Hamiltonian are 

determined by the strongest couplings between closely spaced chromophores rather than by the 

average couplings. Moreover, including the second excited state and computing the cross-

couplings may be crucial for a complete and accurate description of these systems. 
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Figure 3. Coulombic couplings (from TDCs) plotted against total excitonic couplings between chromophore pairs 

in LHCs. The shaded area corresponds to a ± 15% deviation from the JC = |JTOT| line. 
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Table 1. Couplings with the largest short range contributions Jshort for each of the LHCs. All couplings are in meV. 

In LH2 each value is averaged over all equivalent pairs (three of type A and two of type B in the B850 ring as 

indicated in Figure 1). 

System Pair D / Å 
Coupled 

states 
TOTJ   

 
short

short

TOT

J
J

J

 
 
 

  

FMO 

1-2 2.26 1,2 15.2 4.29 (28%) 

5-6 2.61 1,2 12.6 3.19 (25%) 

5-6 2.61 2,1 13.6 2.61 (19%) 

4-7 2.58 1,2 11.5 2.59 (22%) 

3-7 2.18 1,2 10.5 2.41 (23%) 

LH2 

Aa
 - 1,1 90.5 6.8 (7.5%) 

Ba - 1,1 68.2 7.4 (11%) 

A 1.90 1,1 42.9 4.31 (10%) 

B 1.71 1,1 32.0 4.12 (13%) 

A 1.90 2,2 14.3 3.82 (27%) 

A 1.90 1,2 4.98 3.30 (66%) 

B 1.71 2,2 15.5 2.24 (14%) 

PCP 

4-7 0.98 1,1 33.1 7.41 (22%) 

1-3 2.53 1,1 50.7 5.16 (10%) 

7-8 2.65 1,1 51.8 5.08 (10%) 

2-4 2.40 1,1 63.6 4.50 (7.1%) 

5-6 2.98 1,1 58.7 4.24(7.2%) 
a Results from ref. 40. 

3. Short range interactions in molecular semiconductors 

We will now examine the role short range interactions in the molecular solids considered. In 

the disordered ZnPc model we consider separately a set of 10 inter-column dimers and 90 intra-

column dimers (first neighbors), reported in the top and bottom panels of Figure 4 respectively. 

The interactions between molecules in adjacent columns in ZnPc are characterized by moderate 

couplings in the 1-30 meV range and small short range contributions are easily rationalized in 

terms of very small intermolecular overlap. This results in a small systematic shift 

corresponding to a relative short range contribution Jshort / JTOT = 7.5 % as quantified by a linear 

fit to the data (see top panel of Figure 4). As this does not significantly exceed the deviation 

due to the methods, we conclude that for inter-column dimers JC is a good approximation of 

JTOT. On the other hand, in the intra-column dimers, where there is significant orbital overlap 

between molecules, the excitonic couplings are dominated by the short range interactions Jshort, 

which are found to be very large: up to 195 meV (66% of JTOT). The set of couplings in this 

disordered sample has very peculiar characteristics, as is evident in the bottom panel of Figure 

4. For JC smaller than 70 meV, occurring when the transition dipoles are not well-aligned, the 

sign of  Jshort is not correlated with JC, i.e. the short range effects can either enhance or diminish 

|JTOT| with respect to JC. Surprisingly, when JC is larger than 70 meV Jshort always has the same 

sign as JC, resulting in JTOT always being stronger than JC. In the range of couplings found in 

this system, where the strongest JC are around 100 meV but JTOT can be as high as 290 meV. 

A correct consideration of the short range interactions may make the difference between 

incoherent (or intermediate) and coherent exciton transport regime since the reorganization 

energy of ZnPc is ~40 meV.81 
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Figure 4. Coulombic couplings (from TDCs) plotted against total excitonic couplings in disordered ZnPc. Top: the 

dashed line is a linear fit to the data points. Bottom: neighboring intra-column dimers. The color of the data points 

is proportional to the absolute value of the dot product between the transition dipole moments of the localized 

excitations. 

Further insight into the role of short range interactions is given by examining the couplings 

between neighboring molecules in the OBPc crystal subject to thermal fluctuations. The 

spectroscopy and exciton dynamics of this system are mainly determined by the couplings in 

the intra-column dimers A and B.36,53 The very short π-π intermolecular distances in the 3.5-

4.5 Å range (see Figure 1) make these couplings very sensitive to thermal fluctuations. The 

values of JC and JTOT for 250 MD snapshots are shown in Figure 5. We first note that the short 

range contributions Jshort can make up a significant fraction (up to 60%) of JTOT, and in this 

case can also influence the regime of exciton transport since the reorganization energy was 
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found to be of the same order of magnitude (~100 meV).36 Furthermore, for all couplings the 

distributions of JTOT are significantly wider than those of JC, confirming the primary role of 

short range effects in determining the thermal fluctuations of the couplings. Finally, as is 

evident from Figure 5, the short range component in dimer A tends to have the same sign as 

the Coulombic coupling, while in dimer B there appears to be no correlation at all. This striking 

difference between the apparently similar dimers A and B can be intuitively rationalized in 

terms of overlap: dimer A has a prevalently face-to-face arrangement with overlap extending 

over more than half of the molecular surface, while dimer B has a head-to-tail character with 

only one of the isoindole units overlapping (see right panel of Figure 5). In general, one would 

not expect to observe such strong correlation between the signs of Coulombic and short range 

interactions.2 However, in some specific cases with large intermolecular overlap, such as dimer 

A of OBPc or the most strongly coupled intra-column dimers of ZnPc, the short range 

interaction can be strongly correlated with the Coulombic interaction, systematically 

reinforcing it when it is already strong. Conversely when the overlap is smaller, e.g. in head-

to-tail configurations such as dimer B of OBPc, the short range component can still be large in 

magnitude but the sign is not necessarily correlated with that of the Coulombic interaction. It 

should be noted that a similar correlation was reported for the naphthalene dimer by Scholes 

and Ghiggino.29 Since this correlation effect depends on the specific wavefunctions and 

packing geometry of a given system, its occurrence may be difficult to predict without actually 

computing the couplings. In summary, we found that in some molecular dimers with favorable 

intermolecular geometry and large overlap the short range effects may tend to enhance rather 

than being uncorrelated with the Coulombic interaction resulting in stronger excitonic 

couplings. 
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Figure 5. Left: Coulombic couplings (from TDCs) plotted against the total excitonic couplings in two dimers of 

the OBPc molecular crystal, computed along a MD simulation (250 snapshots every 50 fs) described in ref. 36. 

The dashed lines are linear fits to the data points. Right: Transition density plots (generated with VMD57) of the 

S1 excited state localized on the molecules in the two dimers at the crystal geometry. 
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Conclusions 

The importance of short range effects on excitonic couplings between chromophores in three 

natural light harvesting complexes and two organic semiconductors has been investigated, 

comparing the total excitonic coupling (computed via a diabatization scheme) and the 

Coulombic component (using a fine grid representation of the transition density). For 

molecules not in close contact, as expected, the Coulombic coupling is comparable to the 

coupling obtained by diabatization. The discrepancies are typically of around 10 %, i.e. below 

what can be considered important for the description of excitonic physics also considering the 

variability among computational methods.  

When the interacting molecules are in close contact, the stronger couplings can be significantly 

affected by short range effects. Among the natural LHCs studied, only few pairs of 

chromophores are strongly coupled. In FMO, the most strongly coupled dimers have short 

range components up to 4 meV (28 % of the total coupling). The neighboring BChlA 

chromophores in the B850 ring of LH2 also exhibit significant short range interactions of up 

to ~4 meV and up to 66 % of the total coupling (~3 meV out of ~5 meV). In PCP, only two of 

the peridinin dimers have moderate short range components of 7 and 5 meV (22% and 10% of 

the total coupling). Although in general the couplings between chromophores are well 

described by the Coulombic interaction, the excitonic properties of the aggregates are expected 

to be dominated by the strongest couplings, i.e. those between neighboring chromophores 

which require the evaluation of short range contributions. 

In molecular solids, the excitonic coupling in closely packed face-to-face dimers is dominated 

by short range interactions which are found to be very large: up to 200 meV (70% of the total 

coupling). For the particular materials considered in this work we found that when the 

Coulombic coupling is stronger than 70 meV, the short range component always has the same 

sign as the Coulombic coupling, making the total coupling even stronger when it is already 

large. This effect of reinforcement, which is found to be present in face-to-face but not in head-

to-tail dimers, is potentially very important for the mechanism of exciton diffusion as stronger 

coupling favors more coherent dynamics. 
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